Jason is a happy, outgoing young man with a passion for baseball, life, baseball, friends, baseball, sports, and baseball! He loves to support high school sports, play adaptive baseball and soccer, and compete in marathons.

Jason needs an accessible van to safely travel to all these sporting activities – and maybe even to school occasionally! He can no longer transfer from his wheelchair into a seat safely.

We are so excited that he was approved to receive a $2,000 grant towards a van lift from FOCUS + Fragile Kids! We are so grateful for all that FOCUS does for our family – and all the other families!

To donate (in any amount!), go to the FOCUS website OR send a check to FOCUS, 3825 Presidential Pkwy, #103, Atlanta, GA 30340 (we love checks, no fees!)

Be sure to write “Fund a Need” in the Comments – and maybe a CHOP ON to Jason!

About Wheelchair Accessible Vans. Adding a lift or ramp to a van for a wheelchair is expensive! The van must be ‘converted’ to add the mechanics and weight support needed so the wheelchair can roll onto the lift / ramp and into the van; the floor of the van must be lowered – or the top of the van must be raised so that the person in the wheelchair has head-clearance. This usually means that the van must be ‘cut’ and modified extensively. Once the conversion is done, however, the person can stay in his/her wheelchair for the ride! No lifting person OR wheelchair! The average cost of a conversion is $15,000. This does NOT include the original cost of the van!

For questions about Fund A Need, please contact Lucy Cusick at lucy@focus-ga.org